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Context
• The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is a law that gives you the right to
access information from the federal government – with some caveats, of
course.
• All 50 states also have Public Records laws.
• US is in a unique position and blessed with having a wealth of data made
available to private individuals and organizations.
• Data theme determines the complexity, effort and cost involved in compiling
Public Records.
• Two examples to demonstrate how private sector taps into Public Record
sources:
– Title insurance / real property databases
– Real property insurance: premium determination for building structures that could
be impacted by natural hazards.
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Example 1: What does a title
insurance company do?
• Insures free and clear title transfer of real property.
• Insurers rely on title plants, aka database, for information on land
record instrument recordings against a property and parties involved
in the transaction.
• Two sources of public information: land records and court records.
• A very expensive proposition – hence there are only 500 or so
jurisdictions with fully indexed title plants. For the rest, services of
abstractors are utilized.
• Title plants have tabular data as well as images of recorded
documents indexed by name and real property.
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Nuts and Bolts of Title Plants
Cross reference/index real property (parcel
number) to land survey maps: subdivision
(lot & block) or section/township/range

Cross reference/index grantor and grantee
parties indicated on land record
instruments(e.g. deeds) and court records
(e.g. liens) to parcels. More than 3,000
types of instruments.

Title Plant

Concept of date down: Starting date for
title search

Legal description and physical property
boundaries
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Real Property Instrument Indexing
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Example 2: Gauge potential impact of storm surge on
housing stock in Dade County, Fl at two spatial
resolutions
- Data sources: County
Assessor, NOAA and
Census Bureau.

- Estimates based on
ACS Census Block
Group are
significantly higher
than those based on
parcel level spatial
resolution
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Concluding Remarks
• Title insurance illustrates one of the most, if not the most, complex
and resource – intensive example of utilization of public record data in
the private sector.
• Interesting paradox: Title plant data increasingly treated as non-public
personal information. NPI is any "personally identifiable financial
information" that a financial institution collects about an individual in
connection with providing a financial product or service, unless that
information is otherwise "publicly available."
• At the other end of the spectrum, natural hazard impact analysis
represents a fairly straightforward utilization of public record data in
insurance underwriting process - relatively little effort required in data
compilation.
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